When it comes to stylish, sophisticated control of NetLinx Control Systems, look no further than Metreau Keypads. Their cost-effective design, with the ability to be installed in any Décora®-style wallplate offers many installation options and they come in three configurations to suit a variety of unique applications. Whether they are used in residences, condos and hotels or classrooms, meeting rooms or presentation facilities; cool looks, powerful features and flexible capabilities make Metreau an undeniable keypad choice.

COST-EFFECTIVE INSTALLATION OPTIONS
Metreau Keypads are suited for installation within other decora-style wallplates that can include additional keypad controls. This makes Metreau a cost-effective option for outfitting every room and zone.

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS
Metreau Keypads are available in 6-button navigation as well as 7-and 13-button configurations. The 6-button navigation model gives you the ability to directly select and control any device in the system. It also includes an integrated navigation wheel and a lighting level feedback window.

- Available in black, white and light almond
- 6-button keypad includes navigation wheel for simplified navigation and control
- 7- and 13-button configurations offer flexibility for individual or grouped keypad configurations
- Blue LEDs light up when buttons are pressed and provide visual volume level feedback in IR window (6 button only)
- Offers cost-effective control for bedrooms, meeting rooms, hotels, hospitals, residences, MDUs, kitchens, bathrooms, classrooms and other applications
- Optional pre-printed buttons are available - us Metreau Keypad Preview to design your own keypad
- Conveniently matches the styling and look of the NI-3101 Signature Series NetLinx Integrated Controller for a unified presence within any residential or commercial setting
**MET-6N, MET-7, MET-13**
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**MET-6N, 6-Button Keypad with Navigation**  
**MET-7, 7-Button Keypad**  
**MET-13, 13-Button Keypad**

**FG5794-01**  
**FG5794-03**  
**FG5794-02**

**DIMENSIONS (HWD)**

Keypad and Mounting Plate: 4” x 1 3/4” x 1” (10.3 cm x 4.5 cm x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT**

2.4 oz (68.04 g)

**POWER**

- **MET-6N** – 12 VDC, 75mA
- **MET-7** – 12 VDC, 30mA
- **MET-13** – 12 VDC, 30mA

**FRONT PANEL COMPONENTS**

- Pushbuttons available in a variety of field replaceable pre-printed buttons
- Blue LEDs indicate activity
- Navigation wheel (6 button)
- Light-level feedback (6 button)
- Sensor, 38 kHz only (6 button); supports standard AMX IR

**REAR PANEL COMPONENTS**

- DIP switch – 8 position mini dip switch used to set the device address for the keypad on the AxLink Bus (1-255)
- Wiring – 4-pin 3.5mm Phoenix AxLink connector

**ENVIRONMENTAL**

- Operating temperature - 0° to 40°C (32° to 104°F)
- Relative Humidity: 5% to 85%, non-condensing
- Intended for indoor use only

**MOUNTING**

Mounts into standard Décora-style wall plates

**AVAILABLE COLORS**

Black, White, Light Almond

**CERTIFICATIONS**

- FCC Class B
- CE
- IEC 60950
- RoHS

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**

- International extension plates (for some larger wallboxes)
- ALD-CW-1, Lutron 1-Gang Wallplates
- ALD-CW-2, Lutron 2-Gang Wallplates
- MET-TTS, Black Table Top Stand
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